Mr2 weight

What if I told you that you could buy a reliable, mid-engine sports car for just a few thousand
dollars? I am not. The Spyder is the unloved son of the bunch and there are probably a few
reasons for that. It forewent the iconic pop-up headlights for big, sort of frog-like headlamps
and the roof was done away with completely no t-tops here. There was no artificially aspirated
version, either, unlike the first gen that was made available with a supercharger and the second
gen that got a turbo. But the MR2 Spyder was the end of an era. Modern safety regulations
would never really allow for that. It was a couple inches shorter than the NB, but has a
wheelbase more than seven inches longer, its wheels pushed as far the corners as possible.
This, according to Car and Driver , helped provide a more stable handling experience than the
two previous iterations of the MR2 that were notoriously prone to snap-oversteer.
Performance-wise, a Motor Trend review pitted it head to head with the Miata and found it to
outperform in acceleration, braking and in a slalom. That came coupled to your choice of either
a traditional five-speed manual transmission or a six-speed automated manual transmission.
Either way, the Spyder had a claimed time of 7. This system is comprised of ceramic internals
that can become brittle and disintegrate over time, sending debris into the main catalytic
converter, and reducing exhaust flow and power at higher RPM. This problem is apparently
more common in model years ranging from to though a possibility in younger cars. Some
owners have also reported engines burning a significant amount of oil, so be conscious of that
as well; according to the same forum post, this is more common in and older cars. Since the
roof is vinyl and can deteriorate over time, pay attention to this when looking at a used example
to buy. See Listings: Here. Engine: 1. If you're looking to pick up a Gore-Tex jacket and pant this
season, look no further than Backcountry 's Girdwood and Cottonwoods kits. Each has a
percent waterproof, breathable and durable three-layer Gore-Tex construction. This chair from
Humanscale is our pick for the best leather office chair you can buy. These pants go with
anything and come in a bunch of sizes and colors, so you can make them your go-to for
everyday wear. You really can't have too many masks around, so jump on this deal from
Vistaprint and stock up. If you buy three or more masks, you can use the promo code to get 25
percent off. They come in a range of colors and patterns and also have an insert for a filter.
Engineered for homes with pets, the Dyson V7 Animal captures dust, animal hair, allergens and
deep cleans carpets. It is also super rare to see this price on a brand new V7, as opposed to the
refurbished ones we tend to see these days. Stasher bags are one of our favorite alternatives to
single-use plastic wrap and bags. Plus, you can also use them for marinades or sous vide
thanks to their Pinch-Loc seal. This is our pick for the best big and tall office chair, but that
doesn't mean it won't work for those of us that are more vertically challenged. A midweight
insulated jacket is a must-have in every outdoor enthusiast's wardrobe. For a lot of us, a quick
look out the window reveals that winter is not quitting any time soon, meaning weatherproof
boots are still required. These are our Smart Spend pick as the best affordable snow boots, so
picking them up on sale really is the smartest spend you can make. With spring just about a
month away, it is time to pick up your go-to sneakers for the season. Four-way stretch,
seamless construction, and extreme breathability make this our pick for the best premium
workout shirt. It is simple, and simply good. This smart vacuum senses when it is full, locks
itself back into its port and empties without any work on your end. It also keeps a record of its
ventures into your home, making for more efficient journeys in the future. If you have trouble
waking up, especially in the winter, getting an artificial light to simulate sunrise is a great
option. This is one of The North Face's most iconic silhouettes. Right now is the time to buy as
brands prepare to roll out the newer models. Hydro Flask has taken its insulation tech and made
it lighter without sacrificing performance, which, in almost any case, is a win. This bottle can
keep things cold for an entire day and has a cap that stands up to daily use. You may be
skeptical about bidets, but it is the best thing you can do for your bum. Seriously, once you
start using it, you'll never go back to wiping with plain old toilet paper. MagSafe is the future of
charging, so pick one up while its on sale. It also charges faster than wired chargers and older
wireless chargers. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Fitness Apps of
Editor's Picks: Best Deals Today. Backcountry Gore-Tex Kits. TRX Rocker Bundle. Humanscale
Freedom Headrest. Clarks Desert Chukka Boot. Crew Slim-Fit Pant. Crew skimresources.
Vistaprint Face Mask. Dyson V7 Animal Vacuum. Stasher Reusable Storage Bag 4-Pack. Stasher
amazon. Fully Desk Chair. Kamik Nation Plus Boot. Vans Leather Authentic. Philips SmartSleep
Wake-up Light. Philips SmartSleep amazon. LG amazon. Apple MagSafe Charger. Apple
amazon. Dyson Ball Animal 2. Dyson skimresources. Finisterre Nebulas. Finisterre huckberry.
This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help
users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and
similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. The Toyota MR2 is a
two-seat, mid-engined , rear-wheel-drive sports car manufactured in Japan and marketed

globally by Toyota from to over three generations: W10 â€” , W20 â€” and W30 â€” It is Japan's
first mid-engined production car. Conceived as a small, economical and sporty car, the MR2
employed straightforward design elements, including fully independent MacPherson strut front
and rear suspensions, four-wheel disc brakes , and a transverse-mounted inline-four engine.
The name MR2 stands for either " m id-ship r un-about 2 -seater" [1] or " m id-engine, r
ear-wheel-drive, 2 -seater". The MR2 derived from a Toyota design project with the goal of a car
which would be enjoyable to drive, yet still provide good fuel economy â€” not necessarily a
sports car. Design work began in when Akio Yoshida from Toyota's testing department started
to evaluate alternatives for engine placement and drive method, finalizing a mid-transverse
engine placement. Toyota called the prototype SA-X. From its original design, the car evolved
into a sports car, and further prototypes were tested both in Japan and in the US. Significant
testing was performed on race circuits including Willow Springs , where former Formula One
driver Dan Gurney tested the car. All three generations were in compliance with Japanese
government regulations concerning exterior dimensions and engine displacement. The car was
scheduled for a Japanese launch in the second quarter of under the name MR2. Toyota
introduced the first-generation MR2 in , designating it the model code " W10 ". When fitted with
the 1. Likewise, the 1. The car is often referred to as the AW11, referring to the chassis code of
the most common 1. Toyota's active suspension technology, called TEMS , was not installed.
With five structural bulkheads, the MR2 was quite heavy for a two-seater of its size. A five-speed
manual transmission was standard, with a four-speed automatic available as an option. Based
on the same block and head, the 4A-GZE was equipped with a small Roots-type supercharger
and a Denso intercooler. T-VIS was eliminated and the compression ratio was lowered to In
addition to the new engine, the MR2 SC was also equipped with stiffer springs, and received
special "tear-drop" aluminium wheels. The engine cover had two raised vents only one of which
was functional that visually distinguished it from the naturally aspirated models. This model
was never offered outside of the Japanese and North American markets, although some cars
were privately imported to other countries. MK1a and MK1b are unofficial designations, but are
frequently used by owners and vendors to distinguish between early production vehicles and
later face-lifted models. While there are considerable differences detailed below, the most
notable being that rear suspension components are not interchangeable between the MK1a and
MK1b cars. The changes in MY and MY occurred in parts. An example is that some MY cars still
retained the old "flat" front bumper despite having MK1b upgrades everywhere else on the car.
Some early MY 7-rib engines came with the earlier blue top valve cover. Some MY cars have a
rear sway bar, while the mounting tabs on the strut housing were either there for both sides,
only one side, or none at all depending on when Toyota ran out of the older rear struts with
mounting tabs as production used up parts. The Australian Wheels magazine chose the MR2 as
its favourite sports car. In and Toyota produced two final production runs of fully optioned
"Super Edition" MR2s, based upon the supercharged Japanese market model, and only sold in
Japan. The model, a run of units, featured a special Midnight Blue paint, the MOMO
-commissioned steering wheel and gear knob, Recaro "Milano" seats with matching door
panels. The model also benefited from some of the last G-Limited model options, such as the
LED rear spoiler brake light and more aerodynamic wing mirrors. Both "Super Edition" models
had unique decals on the rear visor and side stripes. While Toyota's front-engine, rear-drive
Celica rally cars proved dominant in the African Group B rallies of the s, they were at a
disadvantage on the twistier European stages. Though somewhat similar on the outside, it's
clear that it shared very little with the production car. Little is known about this project because
it never competed. With Group B cancelled in , the proposed Group S regulations suffered the
same fate, and the car was reduced to a museum piece. During a surprise appearance at the
Goodwood Festival of Speed , Toyota drove and displayed a black D. The MR2 went through a
redesign in though North America did not receive them until early as models. The overall design
of the automobile received more rounded, streamlined styling, with some calling the MR2 SW20
a "baby Ferrari" or "poor man's Ferrari", since the car did have several design cues borrowed
from Ferrari. When the AW11 was still in production and before the SW20 was officially shown
to the public, several rumors were spreading stating that Toyota was building yet another
mid-engine sports car, one that would have a 3. Differences between the normally aspirated and
turbocharged models include the "Turbo" emblem US on the rear trunk, 'TWIN CAM 16 TURBO'
decal above the side intake Japanese market , a fiberglass engine lid with raised vents, fog
lights, and an added interior center storage compartment located between the two seats. All
SW20 MR2s came with a staggered wheel setup, with wider wheels and tires in the rear than in
the front. The Revision 1 Turbo SW20 can pull 0. In the rankings of personal bests, a Rev 2 GT-S
was able to clock The second-generation MR2 underwent a variety of changes during its 10
years of production, grouped in four different periods:. Changes to the suspension geometry,

tire sizes and power steering in January MY were made in response to journalist reports that the
MR2 was prone to "snap-oversteer". As a counterpoint to the snap-oversteer phenomenon of
the MR2, other journalists point out that most mid-engine and rear engine sports and super cars
exhibit similar behaviour, and that a change to the driver's response to oversteer is really the
solution. In any car, braking shifts the weight forward, and acceleration to the rear. When
drivers enter a corner with too much speed, and lift the throttle mid-corner, the weight transfers
forward causing the rear tires to lose traction called lift-off oversteer , which can result in a spin.
When improper steering inputs were made attempting to correct this non-power-on oversteer,
the rear of the MR2 would swing one way, then wildly and quickly the otherâ€”thus the term
"snap" oversteer. Toyota elected to change the MR2 suspension and tires to reduce the
likelihood that this would occur, though many drivers would lament the change and claim that it
"neutered" the sharp edge the MR2 was known for. In order to ensure exclusivity, a high price
tag was charged and total of just 35 factory car conversions were completed by Toyota
Technocraft Ltd. Each official Technocraft-converted car was made using lightweight fiberglass
components front fenders, trunk lid extension, rear quarter panels, gas door, front and rear
bumpers, 3-piece wing and re-classified as completely new cars with their own specially
numbered TRD VIN plate riveted to the body to indicate their authenticity and rarity. The Toyota
Technocraft Ltd. Virtually every car converted also had other TRD parts fitted too, including
extensive changes to both the suspension and engine. In many respects, the extended body
can be compared to that of a Porsche Slantnose modification. The car's width is extended and
body dimensions dramatically changing the car's overall visuals. Very little is known about
these cars outside Japan. The "T" [31] as it was called, was powered by a naturally aspirated 2.
A sportier look was given to the vehicle as well through engine scoops, side skirts, a Ferrari
-esque rear light grille, forged wheels, revised bumper designs, and a larger rear spoiler.
Though undeniably still an MR2, the T was in all essence a more refined automobile, as is the
nature of any TOM'S outfitted vehicle. Whilst the T was a normally aspirated vehicle, TOM'S also
produced equipment for turbocharged models â€” e. II" Engine Control Units. TOM'S still keeps
a T part list on their website, and there are still T part catalogues in circulation between
enthusiasts to this day, albeit second-hand. These cars featured a retractable, cloth softtop
roof, wingless trunk lid, and an engine lid that was unique to the SW20 spider. Most of these
cars were automatics and nearly all of them sported a naturally aspirated engine. Toyota
decided against putting its name or logo on these cars as a result of its desire to distance itself
from cars that featured leaky roofs. Most of the Spiders came in Lucerne Silver with a blue side
moulding and featured black and blue accented cloth seats. Early in the s, the SW20 enjoyed
considerable success throughout the world. The MC8-R housed a twin-turbo version of the 4.
One MC8 road car was built in order to meet homologation requirements. The car disappeared
from public eye within a year of its construction, but surfaced again on the Japanese collector
car website SEiyaa in , two decades after its disappearance. With JGTC being the highest form
of sports car racing in Japan, many manufacturers and private teams alike spent countless
hours of research and development into perfecting their respective chassis. Toyota would enter
their premier production cars, namely the Celica, MR2, and Supra. Unlike the experimental
MC8-R, the MR2 JGTC shared more qualities chassis wise to the road-going production car,
though it had a lower ride height than the standard SW20s, was wider, featured advanced
aerodynamics and Brembo racing brakes. While it kept the MacPherson suspension setup from
the road car, these components too were heavily modified strut towers were more inward. The
standard E 5-speed transmission was swapped out for a race sequential transmission, which
was mated to a race-spec version of the 3S-GTE engine. With the car's interior gutted, the
intercooler was placed in the forward section of the vehicle with pipes travelling to and fro
inside the cabin, as opposed to in the engine bay as a "side-mount" in production MR2s. Having
won back to back in the years to against arguably more sophisticated race cars such as the
BMW M3, Porsche , Ferrari F , Toyota has proven that the SW20 chassis was competitive
enough for top level sports car racing. The car posted The car ran with its stock body apart
minus wing mirrors and wiper blades. His attempt at improving his record the following year
was thwarted by poor weather. While some companies only offered aesthetic modifications for
the SW20, others such as Phoenix Power delivered a more comprehensive experience for
customers, modifications such as a tuned ECU, longblock modifications, and a trunk mounted
intercooler combined with a T04R Turbocharger were fitted. AP Racing at a time also produced
a brake kit as well for the MR2, but this has now long been discontinued. Performance parts
manufacturer JUN offered engine upgrades for the MR2's 3SGTE engine which came in the form
of stroker kits, which were co-developed with Cosworth , [25] these are currently still available
alongside, lightened flywheels, cam gears, and camshafts. The SW20 garnered generally
favorable reviews during its production life, with various sources complementing the styling,

power, and responsive handling. The car is infamous for its "snap-oversteer", this notoriety
comes from numerous instances where individuals crash their SW20 either on or off the race
track due to inexperience with a mid-ship platform, as MR layouts handle very differently in
comparison to the common FF or even FR layouts. Even in its revised state the SW20 still has a
large enough following that labels it to be a very challenging car to push to its limits, with some
even labeling it as "the most dangerous car that you can buy", [47] such a label may be true
since MR2s are relatively cheaper than most automobiles with an MR platform Honda NSX ,
Ferrari F , Lotus Elise and that it is readily accessible to more people. Also known as the
Midship Runabout-Sports, the newest MR2 took a different approach than its predecessor, most
obviously becoming a convertible and receiving the ' Spyder ' marketing nomenclature. The
MR2 Spyder chief engineer Harunori Shiratori said, "First, we wanted true driver enjoyment,
blending good movement, low inertia, and lightweight. Then, a long wheelbase to achieve high
stability and fresh new styling; a mid-engine design to create excellent handling and steering
without the weight of the engine upfront; a body structure as simple as possible to allow for
easy customizing, and low cost to the consumer. Like its predecessors, it used DOHC and 4
valves per cylinder. The intake camshaft timing was adjustable via the VVT-i system, which was
introduced earlier on the MR2 in some markets. Unlike its predecessors, however, the engine
was placed onto the car the other way round, with the exhaust manifold towards the rear of the
car instead of towards the front. In addition to the 5-speed manual transmission , a 6-speed
manual or 5-speed SMT was also available starting in The SMT was a standard feature in the
Australian market; however, air conditioning was optional. After , a 6-speed SMT was an option.
The SMT had no conventional H-pattern shift lever or clutch pedal. The driver could shift gears
by tapping the shift lever forward or backward or by pressing steering-wheel-mounted buttons.
The electro-hydraulic clutch engagement is automatic, and the car will automatically shift to
second and then first gear when stopping. Cruise control was never offered with the manual
transmission but was standard for SMT-equipped cars. The MR2 Spyder featured a heated glass
rear window. A hardtop was also available from Toyota in Japan and Europe. In March , the car
was introduced into the United States and Europe as a "monospec" level, which included the
same features as Japan's "S" trim level. The feedback for the new model was somewhat mixed.
Some liked its new design concept, while fans of the SW20 would've liked it to continue along
the path of the previous model. All agreed, however, that the ZZW30 had nearly perfect
handling. In July , Toyota announced that sales of the MR2 as well as the Celica would be
discontinued in the US at the end of the model year because of increasing competition and lack
of sales. The model year was the last for the MR2 in the US. Production of the car ceased
permanently in July They are distinguished by different color wheels, titanium interior accents,
minor body changes, a helical limited-slip differential, and different steering wheel trim. Also for
the model year , the United Kingdom received models in a special numbered TF series. This
package was also available for fitting to customer MR2s. The body panels are attached to the
original MR-S chassis, as can be seen by the recess around the door handles. In the manga
Over Rev! The first and third generations are available in every game starting from Gran
Turismo 2 , with the exception of Sport. On March 8, , automotive website and magazine EVO
revealed that Toyota has expressed a desire for a performance range of cars whose core has
been referred to as "the Three Brothers" by Tetsuya Tada, chief of Toyota Gazoo Racing. This
includes a lightweight mid-engined sports car, rumored to be a spiritual, if not direct, successor
to the MR2. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Japanese car model. Motor vehicle. Kunihiro
Uchida [22] Tadashi Nakagawa roadster. UK: Toyota. Retrieved Archived from the original on
Archived from the original PDF on Cropley, Steve ed. London: FF Publishing: Auto Katalog in
German. Racecar Engineering. Group B Rally. SEiyaa Thayer. The Octane Report. Bonneville
MPH Club. Option International. Sport Compact Car Magazine. Car and Driver. Australia: Toyota.
Car and Driver February. Toyota Motor Corporation. Scion WiLL Toyopet. Toyota Financial
Services. Dyna Type 73 Medium Truck. Authority control LCCN : sh Categories : s cars s cars
Mid-engined cars Rally cars Rear mid-engine, rear-wheel-drive vehicles Roadsters Sports cars
Toyota vehicles Cars introduced in Hidden categories: CS1 German-language sources de CS1
Japanese-language sources ja All articles with dead external links Articles with dead external
links from September Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata
All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from January
Articles with unsourced statements from September Articles with unsourced statements from
August Articles containing potentially dated statements from July All articles containing
potentially dated statements Commons link is on Wikidata Wikipedia articles with LCCN
identifiers. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Second generation MR2. Central Motors part of the Toyota Motor Corporation.

Sports car S. Transverse mid-engine, rear-wheel drive. June â€” [4]. Seiichi Yamauchi [5].
October â€” July [4]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota MR2. Japan MR2
Production car timeline, â€” Yaris Sedan. Tercel 4WD Wagon. Yaris Liftback. Corolla FX. Camry
Solara. Sport compact. Paseo C. Sports car. Celica Supra. C Vehicles exclusive to Canada.
LCCN : sh The new MR2 weighed to pounds pounds more than its predecessor and had
smoother bodylines. The differences between the AW11 and the SW20 are easy to see. The
AW11 was a much smaller and lighter car. The SW2o is arguably a much more beautiful car
inside and out. The interior styling is still not outdated and is quite functional. However the
concept design was released before the Ferrari or the F were released. There were several
options for roofs on the SW There was the base model Hard Top see picture which has become
extremely rare. The weight saved up top by having a hard top vs. The Sunroof see picture was a
popular option. It had the ability to raise up as a vent or be removed completely and stored in
the Frunk or Trunk. The T-Tops see picture are the most common models to find. The two tops
are removable and can be stored behind the seats. This can sometime be fixed by replacing the
eccentric rod guides. However most of the time a complete fix require new weather stripping
which can be quite expensive. There are temporary fixes that can be found in my DIY Section.
There have been a few companies that have made fiberglass and carbon fiber t-tops to help
reduce weight, however none are in production currently that fit well. The last roof option was
never offered here in the states. That is the rare factory Spyder see picture trim. There are very
few around but you may see pictures of them from time to time. The turbo also had larger
exhaust pipes. This difference is probably one of the least noticeable. In the wheels grew in size
to 15 inches in diameter see picture. The larger stagger was implemented to help reduce
oversteer I will comment on later. The turbo models also received seats with lumbar support,
adjustable side bolsters, and adjustable head rests see picture. In the U. Once you look in the
engine bay the differences are quite clear see picture. Here are examples of 4 different MR2
Motors. The turbo motor is easy to spot. You can see the intercooler piping and the turbo plate
on the intake. The regular NA motor looks pretty plan and you can see the CC sticker on it
indicating the 5S displacement. The last is the V6 swap. Becoming more and more common you
will start to see these more and more. The engine looks like it belongs there. The NA did not
come with a stock rear strut brace. TRD makes an after market one that is incredibly strong. You
can see it in the NA engine bay picture. Other differences include the size of the sway bars. The
NA ones can vary in size depend on the year and trim but they are generally between mm. The
Turbo sways are 19mm front and back. The brakes are also different on turbo models. NA
models had the same brakes from Other mechanical differences between the NA and Turbo
models include, but are not limited to: Turbo model received an intercooler, a different exhaust
system 2. The NA transmission can hold around bhp but have been known to fail around the
ft-lb mark. This strength does translate to more weight. The gear ratios on the two transmission
were different as well see chart. A few extra tidbits about the two engines available in the MR2
here in the US. Twin Cam means there are two separate camshafts that control the valves, but
they are only driven by one of the camshafts. The camshafts are connected via gears attached
to the camshafts themselves. Both Camshafts were driven by their own gears off the timing belt.
The 5S-FE is in all reality a Camry motor which should never been put in a sports car. For
models Toyota changed the rear suspension geometry for both the NA and Turbo models. The
rear toe rods that control the toe-in of the rear tires were lengthened by around 6 inches, and
the inner pivot point for the toe rod was relocated on the cross-member see picture. The front
suspension geometry very little. The increase in size was mainly to accommodate larger brakes
on the Turbo model but all models were fitted with the new wheels. The tire sizes were
increased in width at both the front and rear on both the NA and Turbo models. In any car,
braking shifts the weight forward, and acceleration to the rear. This lifting would shift the weight
forward while causing the rear suspension to toe-outâ€”the recipe for non-power-on oversteer,
or even a spin. Turbo models received upgraded two piston calipers up front with larger rotors
and larger single piston calipers in the rear with larger rotors compared to the NA models. This
is a popular upgrade for a couple reasons. Other refinements in are a slightly revised electrical
system. The speedometer became electronic instead of cable driven. A shorter shifter lever see
picture and smaller shifter knob were also installed and are a popular upgrade for MR2 owners.
For the 3S-GTE the boost engine cut sensor was changed to allow for a maximum boost of psi,
where as the earlier switch that shut down the engine at over 12 psi boost this can be overcome
by simply disconnecting a vacuum line and plugging it. The transmission was changed
internally with additional dual synchros on the lower gears which allows for smoother shifting
on Turbo models. The front lip was also changed to a new shape that increased downforce at
the front. The new design resembled more of a splitter see picture. The corner section of the tail
lights in the US were red see picture. However the JDM and Euro models received amber

colored corner lights see picture. The original three-piece rear spoiler was replaced with the
one-piece spoiler which attached only to the trunk lid see picture. The steering wheel was also
replaced with a slightly smaller one that was shared across many Toyota models. A passenger
side airbag was aslo added. The upholstery in the 94 model cars was also updated and has a
different pattern than the models. Also the front lip became color coded. One other modification
that was done was rather subtle. Toyota upgraded the wiper arms from a screw on style to a
hook system. For JDM models in , Toyota added turn signals mounted to the front fenders and
the front signals were changed to a clear lens instead of amber like the previous years see
picture. The original side markers behind the turn indicators were removed and replaced with
solid molding see picture. These have become popular modifications made to USDM cars. The
interior upgrades include: a instrument cluster with red rings, leather shift knob with red
stitching and on the JDM Turbo Model Red Stitching on the Leather Seats. Modifications are not
unusual. All upgrades are really dependent on what your goals are for the car and which car you
have turbo or NA. The most popular upgrades usually start with the suspension since the MR2
is generally regarded as a sharp handling car. Two options for lowering your car are Springs
and Shocks or Coilovers. There are advantages to each however most people fail to address the
worn parts of the suspension when upgrading. I have replaced all the ball joints, tie rods,
bushings, shocks, springs, sway bars, and end-links on a SW20 and it changes the way the car
drives. Stock blow suspensions are far from ideal. If you want to take my adviceâ€¦invest a little
extra money in your suspension and wait on the exhaust and intake. Now lets talk a little about
speed. Now lets talk about the reason behind this. What kind of a difference will that make in
real life? Now if you want something different and want to make a lot of work for yourself then
go head and spend money on it. CAI and Exhausts are good for making the MR2 sound better
and look a little cooler, but in my opinion kind of a waste of money. Now the stock turbo CT is a
piece of crap. Most turbo cars are limited by this initially. Even though the stock turbo is rather
poor, it can still be helped by some simple upgrades. The easiest way to up your performance is
with a boost controller. Next big upgrade would be a Down Pipe and full exhaust. A new intake
might be next. After that you get into Turbo upgrades, upgraded intercooler, new injectors,
stand alone, etc. Now the MR2 has been blessed with aerodynamics about as good as a shoe.
The car becomes rather unstable above 80 mph I do not endorse doing this on public roads
because of the airflow under the car. The rear spoiler is actually functional however mildly. One
of the biggest upgrades you can make to the aerodynamics are flat under body panels. Brake
upgrades are my favorite cause I think slowing down is more important that speeding up.
Brakes can make you faster and you can read about that in the Big Brake article. Wheels can be
an upgrade. They can allow for bigger brakes and reduce rotating mass depending on the size.
More details in why wheel tech article. The most common swaps are simple 3S-GTE motor
swaps which are pretty much plug and play. Is it possible to fit other motors into the MR2? Yes
of courseâ€¦anything is possible with enough time and money. Is it practicalâ€¦no. I have seen
someone put a 2JZ in the front of an MR2 but that kind defeats the purpose of having a mid
engine car. This is a great motor to swap into the newer MR2 Spyder, and fairly straight forward.
Check out my latest articles on LAcar. Moving to larger wheels, lowering spring sets will
compromise the handling of the car, unless other major work is undertaken. Or so from what I
have heard. Great article. I have been looking for one with comparison of all the MR2 revisions
for a rather long time. Any one might know the suspension changes between the first version
and the third revision? From what I know the only revisions to the suspension came in He gives
the best deals. You can find them on the web by searching Lithia Toyota or find their link on
MR2. Also all those kool Carbon fiber upgrades.. How can I send pictures of my Mr2 and I love
checking out everybodys Mr OEM everything from floor rugs to switches. Absolutely cool page.
I have an sw20 that I want to modify. Your web page is fantastic reading. Just one question. Do
you know where I can buy a TRD gt body kit from. Do you know who sells them in the states?
Congratulations again on a fabulous site. However it really depends how much work and money
you want to put towards it. It takes a lot of work or money at the body shop to make the kit look
good and fit correctly. Something to think about before committing to a project like that.
Fantastic article! Also an interesting comment by Myles about MacPh Struts and handling. I
reckon it would handle like a dream. I recently replaced all 4 ball joints, front tie rod ends and
installed the Prothane full bushing kit. I was expecting that this would result in some loss of
comfort, but not at all. It does indeed handle like a dream. Read your entire article about the ups
and downs of the mr2. However I have been able to locate a turbo transmission. Which I hear is
better. Can I use this on my 2. Any positive info would be greatly appreciated. Chris cape cod
mass. I like your write ups man. You should continue to do them! Not sure why more guys from
the mr2 forums havent checked in on this stuff! Hello and fantastic job writing the info you did!!
I think it is around There are calculators on some of the forums. I would not advise that.

However, a 3rd gen 3sgte is cheaper and easier swap than the V6 usually. Great Article, well
researched, as some of these cars are now almost 20years old, is there any way I can establish
what the original engine configuration was. Reason for this is I bought mine with destoyed LSD
unit and all the boxes advertised looked slightly differnet to the one in the car so I have a small
challenge , There are no markings on the box and the car is a JDM import. Ok I am getting there,
it seems my car has S54 tranny but it also came with a lsd unit!? If you have one its most likely
aftermarket. An E on an NA motor is not a good idea. Are you aware of any 3S engine with this
kind of valve config. Big tappet noise at startup which dies down after a while. I personally
suspect a hydraulic lifter failingâ€¦.. You are commenting us
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